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STEP 1
Identify my current practice

WHAT IS YOUR 
IDEAL PRACTICE? 
There are so many ways to own and run a dental
practice. Rather than tell you one perfect model that you
should fit your practice into, we’ve identified multiple
styles of practices that are profitable, simple and
sustainable.  Practice ownership is hard but should also
be fulfilling and rewarding.  Getting stuck in the wrong
model or in the transition between two models is where
you can end up suffering unnecessarily, losing money
and burning out.

This worksheet highlights the pros and cons of different
practice models/avatars, and will help you identify your
ideal practice.
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STEP 2 
Identify the practice I want

STEP 3 
Where do I go from here?



THE FIVE PRACTICE AVATARS 

ONE WAY WE EVALUATE A

PRACTICE AVATAR

We have found that 80-90% of practices have certain characteristics common to
them that help us categorize them into five main practice avatars. We have
bought, coached, transformed, analyzed all of these models and have the data
and numbers behind what makes each of them successful.  

When you understand these five practice models you will be able to quickly look
at and realize the possibilities of a potential acquisition or startup. If you’re
already an owner, you will see what’s truly possible in your current practice. For
the rest of your career, whenever you look at practices, this framework will
immediately provide you with clarity and direction. You can’t unsee this once it
sets in.
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These two tracks are transition phases that we coach practices through to get
from Productive Solo to Group/Profitable Group. We won’t be covering them
here because they’re not stable practice models.

#1 #2

#3

#4 #5

PSS ANALYSIS:  

PROFITABLE 
A practice that
operates with
comfortable

margins

SIMPLE 
No needless

complexity or
moving parts

SUSTAINABLE 
Can perpetually be

maintained, no flukish
gimmicks or breakneck

doctor production. 



#1 SOLO

Minimally profitable after
paying doctor & debt
Doctor dependent for all
leadership and production
Typically less systems
Harder to sell  and transition
Very team member
dependent, turnover is hard
for these practices
2-3 operatories prevents
growth

Avoid buying or starting this type of practice as the next model, Productive
Solo, fits clinically oriented doctors in the same way and is significantly more
profitable and sustainable. If you currently own this type of practice, look for
opportunities to move or expand to 4-5+ ops and add a second hygienist.

CONS

PSS ANAYLSIS STAFF
1 Dentist
1 FT Hygienist
1 Assistants 
1 Front desk 

REVENUE CEILING
$750,000

OPERATORIES
2 - 3

BIG DEAL FORACQUISITIONS OR START UPS

Small team, low drama
Lower debt levels
Common, easy to acquire/start
Clinically focused, low volume

PROS

RECOMMENDATION:

PROFITABLE? Not Really.
SIMPLE? Yes.
SUSTAINABLE? Yes.

OVERVIEW: 
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THIS IS MY CURRENT PRACTICE THIS IS THE PRACTICE I WANT



#2 PRODUCTIVE SOLO

Clinical problems outweigh
managerial problems (only a
con if  you don’t love clinical
dentistry)
With 4-5 ops, l imited ability to
grow to a group practice
Not big enough for team leads
to create more structure for
the practice

This is a fantastic practice model if you love clinical dentistry and don’t want
a partner/associate/big team.  Once you’re at this size, creating streamlined
systems and structure to handle turnover is key. 
If you have aspirations for further growth, taking a Productive Solo through
the phases to a Profitable Group is a challenging journey that we can help you
with.

CONS

PSS ANAYLSIS STAFF
1 Dentist
2 FT Hygienists 
2 Assistants 
2 Front desk 

REVENUE CEILING
$1 - 1.5 Million

OPERATORIES
4-6

Profitable with reasonable
management stress
Doesn’t require lots of
specialty procedures
Enough team members to allow
cross training
Possibility of an office manager
to help shoulder leadership
Dentist remains clinical
Stable hygiene base
Easiest practice to sell

PROS

RECOMMENDATION:

PROFITABLE? Yes.
SIMPLE? Yes.
SUSTAINABLE? Yes. If
there is no desire for a
group.

OVERVIEW: 
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WE LIKE THIS
AVATAR A LOT! 

CASE�STUDYon�P.�9!�

THIS IS MY CURRENT PRACTICE THIS IS THE PRACTICE I WANT



#3 SUPER SOLO

Hard to sustain depending on
dentist’s stamina
Hard to replace yourself  with
an associate, practice often
sees a big drop in production
Clinical stress of complex
procedures

If you love complex clinical dentistry and don’t love management, this is a great
fit and one of the quickest ways to make money as a general dentist. 
Caution when buying this type of practice, you may overpay and not be able to
produce at the same level as the seller.  Instead try to buy a Productive Solo
and turn it into a Super Solo.  It will cost half as much and is less risky.

Peak of profitability for a
single doctor
Still  relatively small  team
Clinical freedom and ability to
focus on adding procedures

CONS

PSS ANAYLSIS 

PROS

RECOMMENDATION:

STAFF
1 Dentist
2 - 3 FT Hygienists 
2 - 3 Assistants 
1 Office manager
2 Front desk 

PROFITABLE? Very.
SIMPLE? No. High level of
complexity.
SUSTAINABLE?
Questionable. Dependent
on new patients,
scheduling, stamina, etc.

OVERVIEW: 
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REVENUE CEILING
$1.7 - 2 Million

OPERATORIES
4 - 6

THIS IS MY CURRENT PRACTICE THIS IS THE PRACTICE I WANT



#4 GROUP

Lack of a robust hygiene base
(only 1.5 FT hygienists per
doctor) makes the profitability
doctor dependent and variable
Large staff  without team leads in
each department
Practice is on the verge of
profitability and sustainable
infrastructure but at times feels
like it’s bursting at the seams

Grow this practice into a Profitable Group by adding a 4th hygienist and
increasing your patient base. You don’t want to stay as a Group, otherwise you
have more management stress with minimal profitability for doing so.
Having two hygienists per doctor keeps the doctors productive and the practice
profitable.

Practice is not as dependent on
an individual provider
Has framework in place and
space to grow into a Profitable
Group practice

CONS

PSS ANAYLSIS 

PROS

RECOMMENDATION:

STAFF
2 Dentist
3 FT Hygienists 
1 Office manager
2 - 4 Front desk 

PROFITABLE?
Questionable. Fixed costs
may affect profitability.
SIMPLE? Yes. 
SUSTAINABLE?  Yes,
because clinical work is
divided. 

OVERVIEW: 
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REVENUE CEILING
$1.6 - 2 Million

THIS IS MY CURRENT PRACTICE THIS IS THE PRACTICE I WANT

OPERATORIES
7 - 9 



#5 PROFITABLE GROUP

More management and
turnover stress
Dependent on being able to
attract and retain quality
doctors,  may be difficult in a
rural setting
Dependent on having a
market large enough to have
enough patients and potential
staff.  Once again, this is hard
in a very rural setting

This is your practice if you like people-problems and being a business owner.
This avatar is great for individuals who enjoy management stress more than
clinical stress.
By growing into this model, you can significantly increase your net worth not
only from the cashflow but the value of the practice you’ve built.  This model
also allows an early retirement from clinical dentistry if you so desire.

High levels of infrastructure
and stability
Dividing clinical load between
providers gives the owner time
to work on the practice 
Start to benefit  from
economies of scale
Very sustainable due to
providers and systems
Large, stable hygiene base (2
FT hygienists per doctor)

CONS

PSS ANAYLSIS 

PROS

RECOMMENDATION:

STAFF
2-3 Dentist
4+ FT Hygienists 
1 Office Manager
Strong staff
infrastructure with
team leads 

PROFITABLE? Yes.
SIMPLE? Yes.
SUSTAINABLE? Yes.

OVERVIEW: 
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WE�LIKE�THIS
AVATAR�A�LOT!�

CASE�STUDYon�P.�9!�

REVENUE CEILING
$2 Million +

THIS IS MY CURRENT PRACTICE THIS IS THE PRACTICE I WANT

OPERATORIES
8 +



VISION WORKSHEET

HOW MUCH INCOME DO YOU WANT TO HAVE?

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS, BARRIERS TO OVERCOME

WHICH PRACTICE AVATAR DO YOU HAVE?

WHICH PRACTICE AVATAR DO YOU WANT TO HAVE?

Urban

PRODUCTIVE SOLO PROFITABLE GROUP

HOW MANY DAYS PER WEEK DO YOU WANT TO WORK?

5+ 4 1

WHAT KIND OF STRESS DO YOU LIKE?
Clinical stress Management stress

HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT TO WORK CLINICALLY?
Full time forever Less clinical, more management

3 2

$$$ $$

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LIVE?

Rural Suburban

WHAT FITS YOUR VISION?
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Am I happy with
my current

practice avatar?

No Yes

Growth possible
to Group /

Profitable Group

Do I have space for the
# of operatories to
grow into another

model? 

No

No (don't want more
than one doctor OR

truly rural)

OWNER
WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE? 

Optimize
current
model
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Yes

Explore options to
expand current

location or move into
larger location

Do I want more than
one doctor at my

practice? Possible

Not 
Possible

Growth into
Productive Solo /

Super Solo

Yes

Pre-owners,
skip�to�P.�13!

Learn how on P.10

Learn how on P.13 Learn how on P.12



HOW TO: 
OPTIMIZE CURRENT MODEL 
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Use metrics to
determine low
hanging fruit

Use systems to
optimize

sustainability
and profitability

If demand/NP flow
is high, reduce

insurance
dependence 

Schedule a Discovery call today!
Start coaching and/or join the Mastermind:

SHARED PRACTICES RESOURCES: 

PUW 120/121 Fix These Problems before Growing 
What's Clay's Big Announcement? 
Common Setbacks that Hinder Practice Growth

Listen to the Podcast:

Analytics Based Practice Management
Analytics Based Case Acceptance
Analytics Based Office Management

Join us for an event:

Train your hygiene team on co-diagnosis  and case acceptance
to maximize sustainabil ity  of  production
Identify,  empower,  and train an off ice manager so you’re
handling less and less administration and spending al l  your
time making overall  owner decisions or  you are chairside.
This  delegation and training wil l  al low you the abil ity  to work
on your practice and not just  in your practice
Focus on retention to avoid having a "leaky bucket"

Join the Shared

Practices

Facebook

group! 

https://forms.monday.com/forms/b69a5ea500fb9b067341e6bc9603e7eb?r=use1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1Fgtck45a8OBrPMoLLIu7F
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2pyG5Y8DHsWxNHPJS7Jtkj
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1RMo6vt0Soxx2ZmMiypsXO
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4gCPGgEvhc2XqxP4mRBSml
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://www.facebook.com/groups/464601037237643


HOW TO GROW INTO: 
PRODUCTIVE SOLO / SUPER SOLO

Determine
bottlenecks to

growth via
metrics

Build infrastructure with
eventual team size and

patient flow in mind,
balanced with cash flow

and new patient flow

Invest in targeted
marketing for ideal

patients and
procedures
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Hygiene Led Growth: (Retain. Open. Fill)
Focus on Proactive Retention. Hygiene reappointment rate needs to
be 90% or greater. (Plug any holes in your leaky bucket)
Open hygiene schedule. This will allow capacity to see the patients
you are now retaining at a higher rate.
Fill hygiene openings with patients you pre-appointed 6 months prior

Spend time with your team (particularly hygiene) to improve co-
diagnosis.
Improve case acceptance and expand clinical skillset to increase
productivity per patient visit. 

Schedule a Discovery call today!

Get help looking at the numbers and planning your
growth via Shared Practices Coaching:

SHARED PRACTICES RESOURCES: 

PUW 82 A True Solo Office... with Solo Problems Part 1    
PUW 82 A True Solo Office... with Solo Problems Part 2

Listen to the Podcast:

Analytics Based Practice Management
Analytics Based Case Acceptance

Join us for an event: Join the Shared

Practices

Facebook

group! 

https://forms.monday.com/forms/b69a5ea500fb9b067341e6bc9603e7eb?r=use1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0ISxFKoZTH4g3uPinulEfa
https://open.spotify.com/episode/76pNJOfDOJqVfgNndlYopu
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://www.facebook.com/groups/464601037237643


Schedule a Discovery Call for Shared Practice Coaching
Join our Mastermind “Group Pod” of owners who are on the same
journey to a large single site

You are going to want help growing into a Profitable Group:

PUW 106 Nyjah Gets Roasted Part 1
PUW 63 The Solo-to-Group Transition

Listen to the Podcast:

Analytics Based Practice Management
Analytics Based Office Management

Join us for an event:

HOW TO GROW INTO: 
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GROUP / PROFITABLE GROUP

Heavy emphasis
on retention and
the right amount
of open hygiene

Use metrics to determine if
you should take “Productive

per Patient Track” or
“Patient Flow Track”

 

Sustained increased
marketing budget

with pivots as
needed

Hygiene Led Growth: (Retain. Open. Fill)
Focus on Proactive Retention. Hygiene reappointment rate needs to be
90% or greater. (Plug any holes in your leaky bucket)
Open hygiene schedule. This will allow capacity to see the patients you
are now retaining at a higher rate.
Fill hygiene openings with patients you pre-appointed 6 months prior

Fine tune systems and build a strong team.
Identify, empower, and train an office manager so you’re handling less and
less administration and spending all your time making overall owner
decisions or you are chairside.
Establish team leads (hygiene, front desk, hygiene) and train an office
manager to handle most of the day to day operations.

SHARED PRACTICES RESOURCES: 

Join the Shared

Practices

Facebook

group! 

https://forms.monday.com/forms/b69a5ea500fb9b067341e6bc9603e7eb?r=use1
https://forms.monday.com/forms/b69a5ea500fb9b067341e6bc9603e7eb?r=use1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0gTrV2d9nmyL2hUCHXK0df
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1S5AHuIEOLrm92WSB86Nb0
https://dashboard.sharedpractices.com/events
https://dashboard.sharedpractices.com/events
https://www.facebook.com/groups/464601037237643


Yes No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

NoNo

Is my ideal practice
Solo or Group? GroupSolo

Can I find a practice
that would support 2+

doctors? 

Can I find a practice
that could grow in to a
multi doctor practice?

PRE - OWNER
WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE? 

Go to the
Vision

Worksheet
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*LEARN MORE
ABOUT WHAT TO
LOOK FOR IN A 

 ACQUISITION ON
P. 15

P. 10

Do I know what
my vision is?

AQUISITIONSTARTUP

 Can I find 4-6 op
practice with great

EBITDA and 2 FT
hygienists?

 Can I find a practice
that could grow into a
Productive/Super Solo

practice?

AQUISITION
Buy this  practice and
optimize or  grow it!*

Buy this  practice and
optimize or  grow it!*  

Start  your ideal  practice!  



Use our Pre-Owner services to help navigate you through this
process.

Need help evaluating & purchasing a practice?  

TPO 92 Pre-Ownership Explained: Due Diligence 
TPO 91 If You Like Season 2, Listen to This Episode

Listen to the Podcast:

Don’t have a practice to evaluate yet?  If you’re
9+ months away from practice ownership, join
our Mastermind full of future owners as we
learn together.
Analytics Based Pre-Ownership course

Pre-Owner Mastermind & Events:

Previous years Profit and Loss (P&L) statement
High fixed costs are a red flag

Previous years production by provider report
Calculate production from hygiene vs doctor. 30%+ is a good sign.

Previous years production by procedure report
Can I replicate the procedures in this practice?

Pursue both at the same time, but set a limit!  
Startups often take 18+ months and are dependent on finding a
good location.  After 6-12 months of unsuccessful acquisition
search, shift into full startup mode.

What reports do I need to quickly evaluate a practice?

How long do I look for an acquisition before starting the startup process?

HOW TO: 
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FIND & EVALUATE PRACTICES

Reach out to
brokers, supply

reps, and
specialists

Send out mailers to
find off market

practices
 

Search for
practice listings

online
 

SHARED PRACTICES RESOURCES: 

Join the Shared

Practices

Facebook

group! 

https://www.sharedpractices.com/offerings/pre-owner-services
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0IbPUCZHPPlaQAAN1xyi4U
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5iGNSLnJeK1ONJawqOxfx4
https://www.sharedpractices.com/offerings/pre-owner-services
https://shared-practices.mykajabi.com/events
https://www.facebook.com/groups/464601037237643



